Insite360 FuelQuest Services

Procurement, Logistics, and Financial Management Services

How healthy is your fueling operation?

Insite360 FuelQuest Services reduce procurement
costs and increases purchasing strength for retail
and fleet companies, who annually purchase
over 1 million gallons of bulk motor fuel.
Insite360 FuelQuest solutions for Procurement,
Logistics and Financial Management save
organizations money – typically 4 to 6 cents
per gallon – and improves supply security by
better managing the complexity in the supply
chain. All fuel management activities are
optimized and directed by FuelCenter, from
supplier and distributor selection, demand
forecasting, and procurement to dispatching,
delivery and invoice reconciliation.
Engaging with the Insite360 FuelQuest team
provides lower administrative costs while allowing
customers to focus on their core business.

Audit your fueling operations with
a benchmark report and discover
cost savings opportunities today.
Receive a Benchmark Report that will:
• Evaluate both fuel and freight against specific
industry averages and published indices
• Illustrate detailed fuel performance
improvement targets for the future
• Deliver an ROI forecast for partnering with
Insite360 FuelQuest Services
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Key Benefits of Insite360 FuelQuest Services
• Reduces fuel costs by 4 to 6 cents per gallon

• Lowers working capital requirements

• Increases security of supply and optimizes
inventory

• Reduces invoice overpayments via greater
supplier and carrier transparency

• Centralizes control and visibility across fuel
management at all sites

• Leverages industry-leading best practices

Insite360 FuelQuest Services Features
• Unmatched Expertise – Leverages an experienced team that manages hundreds of millions of gallons of fuel
for the world’s most successful fleets and retailers
• End-to-End Management – Provides fuel inventory
visibility, strategic sourcing, dispatch, delivery and
financial reconciliation
• Utilizes Best of Breed Technology – Leverages
Insite360 FuelQuest, the industry’s most
comprehensive fuel management solutions
• Strategic Recommendations – Provides expert
guidance on supply portfolio (fuel and freight),
contracting and sourcing
• Alignment of Interests – Avoids conflicts of interest
via independence from any supplier or carrier
• Industry Leading Best Practices – Uses procedures
and processes that have been proven in
deployments for the world’s most efficient managers
of fuel
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For nearly a century, Veeder-Root
innovations have met the petroleum
industry’s growing needs. Now, our proven
technologies have been coupled with the
innovative Insite360 FuelQuest portfolio of
fuel management solutions to benefit your
entire operation – improving performance,
compliance, and profitability.

